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The physical properties of our universe at energy scales above the expansion rate during inflation can affect
predictions for the ratio between the amplitudes of the primordial scalar and tensor fluctuations. In particular,
we study here the effects of a breakdown of a locally Lorentz invariant description of nature at tiny space-
time intervals. In some instances, these effects shift the amplitudes by a constant amount, altering the standard
relation between this ratio and the slow-roll parameters. More generally, “trans-Planckian” effects introduce a
modulation in the primordial power spectra which grows at shorter scales, making the value of the ratio sensitive
to the scale at which it is defined. We also present a model where symmetries are broken at horizon scales during
inflation. In this case, the power at large scales today could then be suppressed, relative to that at smaller scales.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 11.30.Cp, 04.62.+v, 98.70.Vc
I. INTRODUCTION
In our current picture of the universe, the bewildering va-
riety of structures that we see throughout the universe all be-
gan as tiny inhomogeneities in an otherwise featureless space-
time. These tiny ripples in the background are perhaps the
most ancient relics left from the very early universe whose di-
rect influence we can still observe. They appear to be present
at every scale we can see, including the very largest—there
are fluctuations whose spatial extent is comparable to the size
of the observable universe today.
In inflation, these ripples are made through two simple in-
gredients: the quantum fluctuations of the metric and an ex-
panding space-time. The metric along with the fields driving
the inflationary expansion are each divided into a classical part
plus a tiny quantum piece. The classical component describes
a spatially uniform expanding universe. The second piece,
being a quantum field, is always fluctuating; it thereby intro-
duces a small spatial variation into an otherwise featureless
universe. The spatial extent of any one of these fluctuations
does not stay fixed, since its size is stretched ever larger and
larger as the universe expands. And since the rate of this ex-
pansion is accelerating during inflation, a fluctuation is even-
tually stretched to a size beyond the range of any later causal
process, at least while the inflationary era lasts. At that point
it remains essentially frozen into the background, still pas-
sively growing as the universe continues to expand. When
inflation comes to an end, the range of causal processes be-
gins to overtake the rate at which the fluctuations are growing.
Once overtaken, they can then influence the evolution of the
other ingredients of the universe. They effectively become the
initial inhomogeneities needed to explain the origin of all the
rich structure of our cosmos.
In essence then, inflation relies on the quantum fluctuations
of gravity. By itself, this situation is not immediately danger-
ous. As long as we never consider variations of the metric
on scales smaller than a Planck length (ℓpl ∼
√
8piG, where G
is the Newton constant), quantum gravity has a perfectly sen-
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sible perturbative description. However, in a time-evolving
background, whether a fluctuation is larger or smaller than
some fixed scale depends on when we are looking at it. A
fluctuation that is larger than a Planck length at one moment
might have been smaller than it just a little while before.
It turns out that the allowed range of fluctuations that
avoid this Planckian regime is quite constrained—perhaps
even nonexistent. To put it a little more precisely, if we de-
fine λmax to be the length of the largest causally consistent
fluctuation possible at the start of inflation and H to be the
expansion rate of the universe during inflation, then the range
of safe fluctuations are those whose wavelengths at the begin-
ning of inflation lie within the range
(Hℓpl)λmax < λ < λmax, (1.1)
that is, only log(Hℓpl)−1 orders of magnitude. This range
is actually the best possible case. It is realized only when
the scale we have called λmax grows until it is precisely the
size of the observable universe today. Since this scale is just
the largest causally allowed scale when inflation begins, we
could well have had a bit more inflation than this absolutely
minimal amount, in which case the range of allowed wave-
lengths would then be narrower. In fact, if inflation lasts just
ln(Hℓpl)−1 e-folds longer than the minimal case, then this
range disappears altogether and every scale whose influence
we see today would have been once smaller than a Planck
length.
This reliance of inflation on what happens at scales where
we have no adequate understanding of nature constitutes the
trans-Planckian problem of inflation [1]. Thus far, most of the
work on this problem has not so much attempted to resolve it
as it has tried to describe how some specific new property of
nature near the Planck scale would appear in experiments. The
best places to look for these effects are in those features of the
universe that are the most directly influenced by the original
pattern of the primordial fluctuations produced by inflation. In
practice, these places are the cosmic microwave background
and the distribution of matter over vast regions of the universe.
Since the perturbations generated by inflation are due to
fluctuations in the metric, they can be classified and treated
separately according to their spatial symmetry properties. The
2most important—since their influence on the local matter den-
sity is the strongest—are the scalar perturbations. Yet infla-
tion predicts the existence of other sorts as well. The quan-
tum fluctuations of the metric during the inflationary epoch
also produce a bath of spin-two tensor fluctuations—gravity
waves—throughout the universe.
Evidence for the scalar perturbations has been seen in
many experiments, but so far the tensor perturbations have
been more elusive. However, the ratio of the amplitudes of
these fluctuations can have observable consequences and can
thereby be constrained, even if the direct gravitational wave
signal has not been measured. How this ratio enters into var-
ious inflationary predictions depends critically on what as-
sumptions we are making at trans-Planckian scales, so it is
important to understand these assumptions—including those
of the standard picture too—if we are making inferences about
the gravity waves without having seen them directly.
This article explores some of the ways potential “trans-
Planckian” effects would alter our expectations for the scalar
to tensor ratio. In particular, we shall examine what happens
when space-time is not perfectly flat at infinitesimal distances,
but breaks some of the flat-space symmetries. Such broken
symmetries can substantially enhance or diminish this ratio,
even while having a relatively minor effect on the scalar or
tensor perturbations considered separately. We shall also dis-
cover that the amplitude of the scalar or tensor fluctuations can
depend much more sensitively on the scale at which it is de-
fined than is usually thought. Trans-Planckian corrections of-
ten introduce oscillations into the amplitudes, unlike the very
weak power-law dependence of the standard prediction.
Because the trans-Planckian problem arises so naturally out
of the basic ingredients of inflation, we describe the standard
picture for how the primordial perturbations are generated in
inflation in Sec. II. The conditions generally assumed for an
inflationary universe mean that it closely resembles de Sit-
ter space, a universe with a constant vacuum energy density.
Therefore, in Sec. III we give an example of how one of the
symmetry-breaking effects in this simpler setting would alter
our expectations for the size of the scalar to tensor ratio. Sec-
tion IV describes the general signatures of the trans-Planckian
symmetry-breaking effects in a genuinely slowly rolling uni-
verse, which are then discussed in a series of illustrative cases
in the following section. The final section concludes with a
few more general observations.
II. THE PRIMORDIAL PERTURBATIONS
A. The quadratic action
Let us begin by recalling how the primordial perturbations
are generated in inflation. We consider a fairly simple picture,
one with only gravity and a single scalar inflaton, φ , where the
dynamics are described by the sum of the gravitational action
Sg =
1
16piG
∫
d4x
√−gR (2.1)
and the action for the inflaton,
Sφ =
∫
d4x
√−g[ 12 ∇λ φ∇λ φ −V(φ)]. (2.2)
Any cosmological constant can be implicitly included in the
inflaton’s potential, V (φ), so we have not written it explicitly
in the gravitational action.
Since the universe appears to be globally flat and—at least
at its early stages—extremely uniform, we shall use a confor-
mally flat metric,
ds2 = a2(η)
[
dη2− d~x ·d~x], (2.3)
along with tiny quantum fluctuations about this background.
The rate at which the scale factor a(η) changes defines a nat-
ural dynamical scale associated with this geometry,
H =
a′
a2
≡ 1
a2
∂a
∂η , (2.4)
called the Hubble scale.
Both the metric and the inflaton are expected to undergo
quantum fluctuations about classical, spatially constant, val-
ues
gµν(η ,~x) = a2(η)ηµν + δgµν(η ,~x)
φ(η ,~x) = φ0(η)+ δφ(η ,~x), (2.5)
where ηµν is the Minkowski space metric. Although the time-
dependence in the leading part of the metric, a2(η)ηµν , gen-
erally means that the space-time has fewer symmetries than
Minkowski space (where a = 1) or de Sitter space (where
a =−(Hη)−1), the spatial symmetries remain unbroken. We
can thus characterize the quantum fluctuations by how they
transform with respect to this spatial symmetry; it also en-
sures that different classes of fluctuations do not influence
each other at leading order.
The most important fluctuations phenomenologically are
those which transform as scalars and as spin-two tensors un-
der spatial rotations. The quantum fluctuations of the inflaton
also transform as a scalar and therefore they can mix with the
scalar component of the metric fluctuations. A completely
general set of scalar fluctuations is given by
δgµν dxµdxν
= 2a2(η)
[(
Φ− a−1[(B−E ′)a]′)dη2− ∂iBdηdxi
+
(
(Ψ+ aH(B−E ′))δi j− ∂i∂ jE
)
dxidx j
]
(2.6)
for the metric and
δφ = δϕ−φ ′0(B−E ′) (2.7)
for the inflaton. The reason for this complicated form, with its
recurring appearances of B−E ′, is that this form leaves the
fields Φ, Ψ and δϕ unchanged when we slightly transform
our coordinate system. The fields Φ and Ψ in particular were
introduced by Bardeen in [2].
3To determine the basic dynamics of these scalar perturba-
tions, we must expand the combined action, Sg +Sφ , and then
extract its quadratic terms. This calculation is quite lengthy
and is already described in full in [3], so we shall only men-
tion its final results here. In the course of expanding the ac-
tion, a constraint arises among the three coordinate-invariant
fields,
Ψ′+ aHΦ = 4piGφ ′0δϕ . (2.8)
If we apply this constraint and introduce ϕ , a linear combina-
tion of the inflaton and the scalar part of the metric, defined
by
ϕ = δϕ + φ
′
0
aH
Ψ, (2.9)
we discover in the end a simple action for the scalar perturba-
tions, given in terms of only a single dynamical field, ϕ ,
S(2)ϕ =
∫
d4xa2
[
1
2 η
µν∂µϕ∂ν ϕ− 12 a2m2 ϕ2
]
. (2.10)
The effective mass of this field, m2, inherits its time-
dependence both from the background and from the inflaton’s
potential V (φ),
m2 =
δ 2V
δφ20
+
4
a
H ′+
2
a2
H ′′
H
− 2
a2
H ′2
H2
. (2.11)
The other degrees of freedom—the linear combinations or-
thogonal to ϕ as well as B and E—only appear as total deriva-
tives. Though these much lengthier terms are also quadratic
in the fields, they have no dynamical effect [3].
The treatment of the tensor fluctuations is much more
straightforward since the metric is typically the only available
source and moreover they are already invariant under small
coordinate transformations,
δgµν = a2(η)hi j(η ,~x)dxidx j. (2.12)
Here hi j is traceless and transverse,
hii = 0 ∂ihij = 0, (2.13)
so that it does not contain any scalar or vector compo-
nents. Expanding the action again and this time isolating its
quadratic terms in hi j yields
S(2)h =
1
64piG
∫
d4xa2
[
ηµν∂µhi j∂νhi j
]
. (2.14)
To give the field a more canonical normalization, we can in-
troduce
τi j =
1√
16piG
hi j, (2.15)
to obtain
S(2)τ =
∫
d4xa2
[
1
4 η
µν∂µτi j∂ντ i j
]
. (2.16)
These two quadratic actions S(2)ϕ and S
(2)
τ determine the be-
havior of the quantum fluctuations of the inflaton along with
the background space-time. Once we have solved for this be-
havior, together with some assumptions about the initial states
of these fields, we can describe the patterns of these perturba-
tions through their correlation functions.
B. The power spectrum
The most easily observed pattern in these primordial per-
turbations is the two-point function, which tells how the per-
turbations in two different places are correlated. For the case
of the scalar ϕ and the tensor hi j fluctuations we have
〈0(η)|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)|0(η)〉
〈0(η)|hi j(η ,~x)hi j(η ,~y)|0(η)〉. (2.17)
In writing the matrix elements thus, we are tacitly working in
the interaction picture. There, the evolution of an operator—
for example, the product of the field at two different points—is
determined by the free part of the Hamiltonian, while the evo-
lution of the states is governed by its interacting part, HI(η).
To leading order, where we neglect the influence of terms
other than those already included in S(2)ϕ and S
(2)
τ , we can also
neglect the time-evolution of the states once we have estab-
lished it at some initial time η0,
|0(η)〉 → |0〉 ≡ |0(η0)〉. (2.18)
Although we have written the vacuum as |0(η)〉 for both the
scalar and tensor modes, to be more precise we need to define
the vacuum state separately for each of these fields, along with
any others that might be present,
|0(η)〉= |0(η)〉ϕ ⊗|0(η)〉h⊗·· · ; (2.19)
but to keep the notation simple we shall continue to write the
state as just |0(η)〉. Nevertheless, the vacuum can in principle
be defined differently for the scalar and the tensor modes, and
it might even be that one or the other of the fields is not even
in its vacuum state at all, as could happen when one happens
to be coupled to some other excited field [4].
A two-point function is more easily analyzed in terms of its
Fourier transform, called the power spectrum, which we ac-
cordingly define for both the scalar, Pϕk (η), and tensor, Phk (η),
modes by
〈0(η)|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)|0(η)〉=
∫ d3~k
(2pi)3
ei
~k·(~x−~y) 2pi2
k3 P
ϕ
k (η)
(2.20)
and
〈0(η)|hi j(η ,~x)hi j(η ,~y)|0(η)〉=
∫ d3~k
(2pi)3
ei
~k·(~x−~y) 2pi2
k3 P
h
k (η).
(2.21)
Note that k ≡ |~k|. We similarly expand the scalar and ten-
sor fields in creation and annihilation operators, together with
their associated time-dependent eigenmodes, as
ϕ(η ,~x) =
∫ d3~k
(2pi)3
[
ϕk(η)ei
~k·~xa~k +ϕ
∗
k (η)e−i
~k·~xa†~k
] (2.22)
and
τi j(η ,~x) =∫ d3~k
(2pi)3
2
∑
r=1
[
τ
(r)
k (η)e
i~k·~xe(r)~k,i ja
(r)
~k
+ τ
(r)∗
k (η)e
−i~k·~xe(r)∗~k,i j a
(r)†
~k
]
.
(2.23)
4The e(r)~k,i j represent the two possible polarizations for the ten-
sor modes. We have written the annihilation operators for the
fields with the same notation, a~k or a
(r)
~k
, since the tensor modes
are always accompanied by index for the polarization, so their
is little danger of confusing them. The only non-vanishing
commutators are
[
a~k,a
†
~k′
]
= (2pi)3 δ 3(~k−~k′)
[
a
(r)
~k
,a
(s)†
~k′
]
= (2pi)3 δ rsδ 3(~k−~k′). (2.24)
Varying the quadratic terms of the free part of the theory,
that is S(2)ϕ and S
(2)
τ , with respect to the appropriate fields, we
learn that the time evolution of the modes satisfy the following
Klein-Gordon equations,
ϕ ′′k + 2aH ϕ ′k +(k2 + a2m2)ϕk = 0 (2.25)
and
τ(r)′′k + 2aH τ
(r)′
k + k
2τ(r)k = 0. (2.26)
C. Slowly rolling inflation
For a completely general isotropically expanding space-
time, it is rarely possible to solve these equations with a sim-
ple, analytic expression for the eigenmodes, ϕk and τk. How-
ever, the inflationary background is something of a special
case; we can use some of the constraints already placed on
the expansion to obtain a natural method for approximating
the solutions for these modes.
A stage of accelerated expansion requires that the potential
energy should be significantly larger than the kinetic energy,
and for a sufficiently long time that—at the very least—the
entire observable part of the universe once lay within a single
Hubble horizon, 1/H. To put these requirements a little more
precisely, if we define the parameters,
ε ≡− H
′
aH2
, δ + 1≡ 1
aH
φ ′′0
φ ′0
, ξ ≡ ε
′+ δ ′
aH
. (2.27)
then they translate into the conditions,
ε ≪ 1, δ ≪ 1, (2.28)
and ξ ∼O(ε2,εδ ,δ 2). Because the kinetic energy during this
era is small, it is often called the slowly rolling regime of in-
flation. In terms of these parameters, the effective mass of the
scalar modes becomes
m2 =−H2[(3+ δ )(ε + δ )+ ξ ], (2.29)
and to leading order in this limit, we have just
m2 ≈−3H2[ε + δ ] (2.30)
and
a(η) ∝ 1η1+ε , (2.31)
where we treat ε and δ as approximately constant, since their
derivatives are higher order, O(ε2,εδ ,δ 2).
Although the equations that determine the scalar and ten-
sor modes are second order differential equations, one of the
constants of integration in each case is fixed when we impose
a canonical commutations relation with its conjugate momen-
tum. For example, for the scalar field,
[
ϕ(η ,~x),pi(η ,~y)
]
= iδ 3(~x−~y), pi = a2ϕ ′, (2.32)
translates into the following condition on the modes,
a2
[
ϕkϕ ′∗k −ϕ ′kϕ∗k
]
= i. (2.33)
If we denote the remaining constant of integration by fk , then
ϕk(η) =
1√
1− fk f ∗k
√
pi
2
H(−η)3/2
1+ ε
[
H(2)ν (kη)+ fk H(1)ν (kη)
]
(2.34)
where
ν ≈ 3
2
+ 2ε + δ (2.35)
to first order in ε and δ .
For the tensor modes, the equal-time commutator is com-
plicated by the additional spin-structure of the fields, which
allows us to construct a few more invariants than in the scalar
case [5]1
[
τi j(η ,~x),a2(η)τ ′kl(η ,~y)
]
= iDi j,kl(~x−~y), (2.36)
where
Di j,kl(~x−~y) =
∫ d3~k
(2pi)3
ei
~k·(~x−~y) (2.37)
[(
δik− (kikk/k2)
)(
δ jl − (k jkl/k2)
)
+
(
δil − (kikl/k2)
)(
δ jk− (k jkk/k2)
)
−(δi j− (kik j/k2))(δkl − (kkkl/k2))
]
.
The structure of the commutator simplifies greatly when we
contract the indices of the field and its conjugate momentum,
[
τi j(η ,~x),a2(η)τ ′i j(η ,~y)
]
= 4iδ 3(~x−~y). (2.38)
Here, the factor of four simply counts the two physical degrees
of freedom each of which appears twice in the matrix τi j . This
relation is satisfied as long as
a2
2
∑
r=1
[
τ
(r)
k τ
(r)′∗
k − τ
(r)′
k τ
(r)∗
k
]
= 2i, (2.39)
1 To agree with the conventions used by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisor-
topy Probe, or WMAP, experiment [6], we have not included a factor of 12
in the definition of Di j,kl as in [5].
5which we shall assume requires that each polarization itself
has a conventional normalization,
a2
[
τ
(r)
k τ
(r)′∗
k − τ
(r)′
k τ
(r)∗
k
]
= i. (2.40)
Defining integration constants for the two polarizations, t(r)k ,
the general solution for the tensor modes is thus
τ
(r)
k (η) =
1√
1− t(r)k t
(r)∗
k
√
pi
2
H(−η)3/2
1+ ε
×[H(2)n (kη)+ t(r)k H(1)n (kη)] (2.41)
where the index of the Hankel functions associated with the
tensor modes is
n≈ 3
2
+ ε (2.42)
in the slowly rolling limit.
Until now we have only constrained the form of the quan-
tum fluctuations by appealing to general properties—the spa-
tial flatness of the background or the canonical commutation
relation, for example. These properties allowed us to deter-
mine the mode functions up to a single remaining constant of
integration in each case, fk and t(r)k . Many of the studies of the
potential “trans-Planckian” signals from inflation have intro-
duced the effects from beyond the inflationary Hubble scale
through these constants [7, 8, 9]. Before examining these
more exotic possibilities, we first review what assumptions
underlie what are usually considered the standard predictions
of inflation. There, the basic assumption is that space-time
looks flat at sufficiently small distances. From a classical per-
spective, this proposition seems quite reasonable; but it fits
less neatly into a quantum picture for gravity.
D. The standard picture
To fix the states completely, we must make a further guess
about how nature behaves. Usually, we make an assumption
about some asymptotic property of our universe—about its in-
finite past or at infinitesimally short distances, for example—
which then determines the constants fk and t(r)k .
It is important to emphasize that even the standard picture
requires some such assumption. The standard technique for
fixing the state is to choose the modes so that they match with
the Minkowski vacuum modes at extremely short distances,
which in this setting means k ≫ aH along a constant-time
surface. This procedure defines the “Bunch-Davies vacuum”
[10]. Since it applies equally well to both polarizations of the
tensor modes, both will be the same in this state,
τk(η) = τ(1)k (η) = τ
(2)
k (η). (2.43)
Actually, whenever we assume that the symmetry between the
two tensor polarizations is preserved, we shall similarly write
both polarizations as τk(η), even when speaking of a more
general state.
Since this state is used in most inflationary calculations, we
have implicitly defined our own generic modes with respect to
it. To see this fact more clearly, let us convert for a moment
from conformal time to a cosmological time, defined by
dt = a(η)dη . (2.44)
Integrating this expression for the slowly rolling case, a(η) ∝
η−(1+ε), and choosing the constants of integration as well as
the units of time appropriately, we can write
η =− 1
H
(
1+ εH t
)− 1ε , (2.45)
where H is a constant. In the limit, ε → 0,
η =−e
−H t
H
[
1+ 1
2
ε(H t)2 +O(ε2)
]
, (2.46)
H essentially becomes the Hubble scale H, which is also a
constant when ε = 0.
Let us next choose t = 0 to be an “initial” time at which we
define the state. If we look at times close to this initial time,
H t≪ 1, then we can also expand the exponential factor e−H t
to obtain,
η =− 1
H
+ t +O(H t)2. (2.47)
Note that it is important in an inflationary background to
choose a specific initial time. The expansion of the back-
ground continually stretches the physical sizes of the modes,
so what might have once been a tiny mode will, after a suffi-
cient amount of time, no longer be so.
At this initial time η(t = 0), the short distance limit corre-
sponds to
k
a
≫ H = a
′
a2
, (2.48)
which for a slowly rolling field becomes the requirement,
− kη ≫ 1+ ε, (2.49)
or more simply, kη →−∞. We can now expand the Hankel
functions in the expression for the scalar modes, Eq. (2.34), in
this limit to discover that
ϕk(t ≈ 0)≈ 1√1− fk f ∗k
−i
1+ ε
H
H[
e−ikt√
2k
ei
k
H ei
pi
2 (ν− 32 )+ fk e
ikt
√
2k
e−i
k
H e−i
pi
2 (ν− 32 )
]
.
(2.50)
The standard flat-space vacuum state for a massless scalar
field has the form
e−ikt√
2k
, (2.51)
so choosing the Bunch-Davies state is equivalent to setting
fk = 0.
6The calculation for the tensor modes is essentially the same,
so we can conclude that t(r)k = 0. Therefore, the eigenmodes
associated with the Bunch-Davies vacuum are
ϕk(η) =
√
pi
2(1+ ε)
H(−η)3/2H(2)ν (kη)
τk(η) =
√
pi
2(1+ ε)
H(−η)3/2H(2)n (kη) (2.52)
in the slowly rolling limit.
Having thus fixed the state of the fields, we can evaluate
the expected forms for the power spectra of the scalar and the
tensor modes. For the former we have
Pϕk (η) =
k3
2pi2
ϕk(η)ϕ∗k (η)
=
H2
8pi
(−kη)3
(1+ ε)2
H(2)ν (kη)H(1)ν (kη) (2.53)
while for the latter,
Phk (η) = 16piG
k3
pi2
[|τ(1)k (η)|2 + |τ(2)k (η)|2]
= 16piG 2k
3
pi2
τk(η)τ∗k (η)
= 16piG H
2
2pi
(−kη)3
(1+ ε)2
H(2)n (kη)H(1)n (kη). (2.54)
Inflation is essentially a mechanism for reversing the usual
ordering of the rates at which physical scales and the Hub-
ble horizon (1/H) grow, when compared with a radiation or
matter dominated universe. By the end of the inflationary era,
all of the modes responsible for the structures we observe at
large scales should have been stretched well outside the hori-
zon. For these modes, we must consider the opposite limit to
that used to define the states,
k
a
≪ H = a
′
a2
or k ≪ a
′
a
. (2.55)
Again, in the slowly rolling regime this condition translates
into
− kη ≪ 1+ ε, (2.56)
or just, −kη ≪ 1.
Expanding the Bunch-Davies power spectra for this limit at
last produces the standard predictions for the scalar and tensor
perturbations for inflation. Thus, for the scalar modes we have
Pϕk (η) =
H2
4pi2
(−kη)−4ε−2δ
×[1− 2ε+ 2(2ε + δ )[2− γ− ln2]+ · · ·]; (2.57)
and similarly, we should have a faint background of primor-
dial gravity waves too,
Phk (η) = 16piG
H2
pi2
(−kη)−2ε
×[1+ 2ε[1− γ− ln2]+ · · ·]. (2.58)
Notice that both of these power spectra are nearly flat—their
dependence on k is quite weak. The leading departure of these
patterns form perfect Gaussian noise, at least at the level of
the two-point function, is often described by a tilt parameter,
defined with slightly different conventions for the scalar and
tensor cases,
nS− 1 ≡
d lnPϕk
d lnk
nT ≡
d lnPhk
d lnk . (2.59)
Evaluating these for a period of slowly rolling inflation yields
nS = 1− 4ε− 2δ
nT = −2ε. (2.60)
Experimentally, the power spectrum is usually measured
using a k0 as a reference point.2 So we can make the following
very simple rescalings,
Pϕk (η)=∆
2
ϕ(k0η)
(
k
k0
)−4ε−2δ
Phk (η)=∆2h(k0η)
(
k
k0
)−2ε
, (2.61)
where of course,
∆2ϕ(k0η) =
H2
4pi2
(−k0η)−4ε−2δ
×[1− 2ε + 2(2ε + δ )[2− γ− ln2]+ · · ·]. (2.62)
and
∆2h(k0η) = 16piG
H2
pi2
(−k0η)−2ε
[
1+ 2ε[1− γ− ln2]+ · · ·].
(2.63)
E. The scalar to tensor ratio
When we expanded the action, we rescaled the fields so that
they would assume a standard normalization for their kinetic
terms. This procedure defined the scalar and tensor fields ϕ
and τi j , and it allowed us to appeal to the canonical commu-
tation relations to set the normalization of their eigenmodes.
However, when we wish to compare the predictions of infla-
tion to what is actually measured, we should return to the ap-
propriately normalized fields. What is most important is how
the perturbations affect the gravitational evolution of the uni-
verse, so we should rescale the fields to restore the normaliza-
tion of the original gravitational action from which they arose.
For the tensor fields, we need only switch back from τi j to hi j,
which was already done when we wrote the power spectrum
Phk rather than Pτk .
2 In the WMAP experiment, for example, its value is k0 = 2 Gpc−1 [6].
7The scalar field is slightly more subtle, being a linear com-
bination of a piece of the metric and the inflaton. From its
definition in Eq. (2.9), we can see that the metric part, Ψ, is
weighted with a factor of φ ′0/aH; so we can put the scalar
modes on the same footing as the tensor modes by rescaling
by this factor, thereby defining a new field ζ ,
ζ ≡ aHφ ′0
ϕ = Ψ+ aHφ ′0
δϕ . (2.64)
ζ is still invariant under small coordinate transformations. We
can thus obtain the power spectrum for ζ very easily,
Pζk (η) =
(
aH
φ ′0
)2
Pϕk (η) = ∆
2ζ (k0η)
(
k
k0
)−4ε−2δ
, (2.65)
where
∆2ζ (k0η) =
(
aH
φ ′0
)2
Pϕ(k0η)
=
4piG
ε
H2
4pi2
(−k0η)−4ε−2δ
×[1− 2ε+ 2(2ε + δ )[2− γ− ln2]+ · · ·]. (2.66)
Note that here we have used the relation
aH ′ =−4piG(φ ′0)2 ⇒
(
aH
φ ′0
)2
=
4piG
ε
, (2.67)
which follows from the unperturbed Einstein equation—its
ηη component, to be exact—along with the equation of mo-
tion of the zero mode of the scalar field, φ0.
Finally, we define the scalar to tensor ratio by taking quo-
tient of the amplitudes of power spectra,
r ≡ ∆
2
h(k0η)
∆2ζ (k0η)
,= 16ε, (2.68)
keeping only the leading contribution in the slowly rolling
limit. Because of how we have defined the states for the scalar
and tensor fluctuations, this ratio has a fixed proportionality
to ε , which is sometimes expressed by the following relation
with the tilt of the gravity wave spectrum,
nT =− r8 . (2.69)
III. A SIMPLE ILLUSTRATION IN DE SITTER SPACE
In the last section, we showed the detailed assumptions that
lie behind the standard prediction from inflation for the scalar
to tensor ratio. A central assumption is that the states for
both the scalar and tensor modes can be reasonably described
by a Bunch-Davies state or, equivalently, that nature at very
short distances during the inflationary era should resemble
a Minkowski vacuum. By a “short” distance, we mean one
where the curvature of the space-time is not much apparent.
For example, for a field this condition refers to Fourier modes
whose wavelength—at a particular time—are much smaller
than the size of the Hubble horizon, 1/H,
k
a(η) ≪H(η). (3.1)
Aside from some very general and mild bounds, there are few
direct experimental constraints on the value of H. It might be
anywhere between about 1014 GeV, beyond which the ampli-
tude of the scalar perturbations would be larger than what is
observed3, down to about a TeV, where the mechanism driving
inflation ought to have already appeared in accelerator exper-
iments. Note that at the upper end of this range, the Hubble
scale is no longer an infinitesimal fraction of the Planck scale
Mpl, defined by
Mpl =
1√
8piG
∼ 2.4× 1018 GeV. (3.2)
So in taking the “short-distance” limit, we are appealing to the
behavior at scales approaching a Planck length. And since in-
flation essentially relies on a quantum mechanism for generat-
ing the primordial perturbations, it might be a little worrisome
to define the state near a region where we lack an adequate de-
scription for the quantum behavior of gravity.
The condition on the modes is also a time-dependent one.
The evolution of the modes is an essential ingredient of infla-
tion, since it allows small, sub-horizon modes to be stretched
to much larger scales where they are effectively frozen into
the background, at least until some much later epoch of the
universe. The expansion implies that for a long enough period
of inflation, every mode whose influence has been implicitly
observed in the patterns of the universe would have once had
a wavelength smaller than the Planck length.
A general inflationary background, while still invariant un-
der spatial translations and rotations, has fewer symmetries
than Minkowski space. To model some of the peculiar be-
havior that could occur at the Planckian regime, here we shall
examine operators that break the coordinate invariance of the
action while still maintaining these spatial symmetries [11].
To keep the analysis relatively simple, in this section we study
the idealized example of a de Sitter background, where the
scale factor becomes
a(η) =− 1
Hη . (3.3)
with a constant Hubble scale. Although this background
actually does have the same number of space-time symme-
tries as flat space—though still lacking a globally time-like
symmetry—we shall nevertheless look at the effect of one of
the symmetry-breaking operators, as a useful illustration.
To begin, since when we originally expanded the action we
only retained terms that are quadratic in the fields ϕ and τi j,
3 Here we have implicitly used the constraint on r < 0.20 [6] to constrain ε .
This bound might change if the simple relation between r and ε is broken.
8we shall similarly limit ourselves to symmetry-breaking op-
erators that are quadratic in these fields. Very generally, the
dimension-four operators that preserve spatial translations and
rotations can be classified according to the number of time or
space derivatives that they contain. Since the Hubble scale in
de Sitter space is a constant, an operator that reduces to the
form H2ϕ2 acts as a mass term and we shall neglect it. We are
left with two other possibilities at this order,
H
a(η)ϕ
(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2ϕ and 1
a2(η)
~∇ϕ ·~∇ϕ . (3.4)
Here we have introduced a non-analytical derivative operator(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2. Although it might at first seem a little peculiar,
its role is simply to extract the magnitude of the spatial mo-
mentum of a mode. For example,
(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2ϕ(η ,~x) =
∫ d3~k
(2pi)3
|~k |[ϕkei~k·~xa~k +ϕ∗k e−i~k·~xa†~k
]
.
(3.5)
We shall use it since it produces exactly the same qualitative
effects as a large class of higher order operators.
The first operator, which contains a single power of the
derivative in the form
(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2, has a seemingly innocu-
ous effect on the power spectrum of its respective field. Its
correction—as we shall see—to the standard inflationary pre-
diction has no significant dependence on the momentum.
However, the interesting feature here is that the combined ef-
fect of such an operator for both the scalar and the tensor fields
can alter the “consistency relation” away from the r = −8nT
that is usually expected for inflation.
To see this effect, let us consider the following interaction
Hamiltonian,
HI(η) = cS a3H
∫
d3~xϕ
(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2ϕ
+ cT a
3H
∫
d3~xτi j
(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2τ i j, (3.6)
which in de Sitter space reduces to
HI(η) =− cSH2η3
∫
d3~xϕ
(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2ϕ
− cT
H2η3
∫
d3~xτi j
(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2τ i j . (3.7)
Treating their role in the evolution of the power spectra per-
turbatively, these operators produce corrections to the power
spectrum. For the scalar field we have
〈0(η)|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)|0(η)〉
= 〈0|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)|0〉
−i
∫ η
η0
dη ′ 〈0(η)|[ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y),HI(η ′)]|0(η)〉
+ · · · , (3.8)
and we find to first order in cS that the power spectrum of the
scalar modes becomes
Pϕk (η) =
H2
4pi2
[
1+picS+ · · ·
]
, (3.9)
where the neglected terms are of the order O
(
(kη)2,(kη0)−1
)
.
In integrating the cumulative effect of the interaction
Hamiltonian, we introduced an initial time η0. For now, we
could just view it as a regulator, but in the next section we
shall find that it has a more important role, as the earliest
time for the applicability of an effective theory treatment of
symmetry-breaking operators. To be applicable to the modes
responsible for the actual structures that we see at large scales
in the universe, this time should be sufficiently early that the
wavelength of any of these modes was smaller than the Hub-
ble horizon at that time,
k
a(η0)
≫H ⇒ −kη0 ≫ 1. (3.10)
Therefore, the appropriate limit to take is −kη0 → ∞, at least
when it is possible, and−kη → 0, as was explained earlier. In
these limits the only effect on the power spectrum is a constant
one, as mentioned above. Similarly, for the tensor modes we
find
Phk (η) = 16piG
H2
pi2
[
1+ 2picT + · · ·
]
; (3.11)
the additional factor of two comes from the two polarizations
of the gravity waves.
Such effects are usually regarded as essentially unobserv-
able, since the presence of such an operator could not be dis-
tinguished from a standard inflationary universe with a differ-
ent Hubble scale, ˜H =
√
1+picSH, for example, since there is
no k-dependence that is not explicitly suppressed. However,
such operators might not be quite so innocuous as is often
stated. Combining both the scalar and the tensor modes, we
have nominally
r → r ≈ 1+ 2picT
1+picS
r0, (3.12)
where r0 is the standard value for the scalar to tensor ratio—
r0 = 16ε in a slowly rolling universe, for example. Even for
relatively mild values of cS and cT , the previous relation be-
tween tilt of the power spectrum of the gravity waves nT and
the ratio r no longer needs to hold. Still more interestingly, for
cS < 0 (while assuming 1+picS > 0) and cT we can have an
enhancement of the gravity wave signal relative to the scalar
one. Here we have been assuming that cS and cT are small
enough for a perturbative treatment, but we could relax this
requirement, summing over multiple insertions of the interac-
tion Hamiltonian, to obtain an essentially arbitrary value of r,
with no especial relation to any of the slow-roll parameters.
This section has been intended as an illustration highlight-
ing the effect of a particular symmetry-breaking operator in
a background where the form of the mode functions is quite
simple. In de Sitter space, both the scalar and the tensor modes
reduce to the same form,
ϕk(η) = τk(η) =
H√
2k3
(i− kη)e−ikη . (3.13)
However, in the process we have left the slowly rolling
regime, and some of the quantities—such as Pζk (η)—actually
9diverge while others—such as r—vanish as we take ε → 0.
Therefore, the next section is devoted to a look at these
symmetry-breaking operators in a more realistic environment.
IV. RETURNING TO THE SLOWLY ROLLING REGIME
Some of what we derive in this section reproduces the pic-
ture that we just have seen, except that here we examine a
slowly rolling epoch of inflation for which the scalar to tensor
ratio is a sensible, non-vanishing quantity. However, we also
encounter some less familiar phenomena too, which produce
scale (k) dependent modulations in the power spectra. These
oscillations can affect the ratio of their amplitudes in interest-
ing ways. The ratio can be seemingly enhanced or diminished
by fortuitous choices of k0, the scale chosen to define the am-
plitudes of the power spectra.
We start by writing the symmetry-breaking operators in a
slightly more general form, which emphasizes the special role
of the time coordinate in a uniformly expanding background.
By defining a unit vector pointing in the positive-time direc-
tion,
nµ =
(
a(η),0,0,0
)
, (4.1)
we can define an induced metric on the surfaces orthogonal to
this direction,
hµν = gµν − nµnν ; (4.2)
in this case, they are flat surfaces, at constant values of the
conformal time,
hµν dxµdxν =−a2(η)d~x ·d~x. (4.3)
Since they are flat, their induced curvature vanishes. There is
a second curvature tensor associated with how these surfaces
are embedded in the full space-time. This extrinsic curvature
is defined by
Kµν = h λµ ∇λ nν (4.4)
and in the inflationary background it reduces to
Kµν dxµdxν =−a2H d~x ·d~x. (4.5)
Its trace is proportional to the Hubble scale, K = gµνKµν =
3H.
We can also generalize the spatial derivative operator by
defining an operator D by
D ≡ (hµν∇µ∇ν −Knµ∇µ)1/2; (4.6)
it reduces to the previous form, a−1(−~∇ ·~∇)1/2, in an isotrop-
ically expanding background.
With these objects, hµν , Kµν and D , we now construct the
general, leading symmetry-breaking operators for the scalar
field,
LS =
c
p,q
S
Mp+q−2
(
K
3
)p
ϕDqϕ , (4.7)
and analogously
LT =
c
p,q
T
Mp+q−2
(
K
3
)p
τi jDqτ i j, (4.8)
for the tensor fluctuations. Here, p and q are integers. M cor-
responds to an energy scale associated with a short-distance
breakdown of the usual space-time symmetries; in this set-
ting, at distances smaller than 1/M we no longer assume that
space-time is locally flat. Alternatively, M could also be the
energy scale of some new dynamics, such as an excited field
that couples to either ϕ or τi j .
We are still implicitly working in a slowly rolling infla-
tionary universe, so derivatives of H are small compared with
powers of H. We have also written the general operators with
all of the spatial derivatives acting on only one of the fields;
but for the two-point function, which has only a single ex-
ternal momentum k, this hardly matters since the same mo-
mentum is running through each vertex. In the isotropically
expanding background, these operators reduce to
LS =
c
p,q
S
Mp+q−2
H p
aq
ϕ
(−~∇ ·~∇)q/2ϕ , (4.9)
and analogously
LT =
c
p,q
T
Mp+q−2
H p
aq
τi j
(−~∇ ·~∇)q/2τ i j. (4.10)
To avoid defining our state in an era when the modes in
which we are interested—those producing the patterns in the
microwave background radiation—have physical wavelengths
smaller than a Planck length, we shall start the time-evolution
of the two-point functions at a time η0 when the wavelengths
of these modes are still larger than this length. In the stan-
dard Bunch-Davies state, these operators produce the follow-
ing corrections to the power spectra of ζ and hi j,4
δPζk (η)=
4piG
ε
c
p,q
S
16 (1− 4ε)
kq
Mp+q−2
H2(η)(−kη)3
∫ η
η0
dη ′ (−η ′)3a4−q(η ′)H p+2(η ′)
i
{[
H(2)ν (kη)H(1)ν (kη ′)
]2− [H(1)ν (kη)H(2)ν (kη ′)]2}
(4.11)
and
δPhk (η)= 16piG
c
p,q
T
2
(1− 4ε) k
q
Mp+q−2
H2(η)(−kη)3
∫ η
η0
dη ′ (−η)3a4−q(η ′)H p+2(η ′)
i
{[
H(2)n (kη)H(1)n (kη ′)
]2− [H(1)n (kη)H(2)n (kη ′)]2}.
(4.12)
4 Throughout this section we are retaining at most only the first corrections
in the slowly rolling limit.
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Both integrals are of the same basic form, the only difference
being in the indices of the Hankel functions. Their integrands
are also completely finite throughout the range,
−∞ < η0 ≤ η ′ ≤ η < 0, (4.13)
and the only possibilities for divergences occur at the limits,
η → 0 and η0 →−∞.
To study these potential divergences more carefully, let us
introduce a mass scale H so that we can write the scale factor
in the form,
a(η) = 1
(−H η)1+ε . (4.14)
Since it is a constant, H is not quite equal to the Hubble scale,
H(η) = (1+ ε)H 1+ε(−η)ε . (4.15)
Finally, since a large or small η has a physical meaning only
when compared with the wave number k, let us define the fol-
lowing positive dimensionless variables,
x≡−kη , x′ ≡−kη ′ and x0 ≡−kη0, (4.16)
in terms of which the leading correction to the scalar power
spectrum becomes,
δPζk (x)=
4piG
ε
c
p,q
S
16 (1+ pε)
H (p+q)(1+ε)
Mp+q−2
k−ε(p+q)
x3+2ε
∫ x0
x
dx′ (x′)−1+q+ε(−2+p+q)
i
{[
H(1)ν (x)H
(2)
ν (x
′)
]2− [H(2)ν (x)H(1)ν (x′)]2},
(4.17)
with an analogous result for Phk (x).
A mode stretched far outside the Hubble horizon by the end
of inflation is one for which x =−kη → 0, so we can expand
the Hankel functions in this limit, yielding
δPζk (x) = −
4piG
ε
H 2
4pi2
22νΓ2(ν)(1+ pε)
c
p,q
S
(
H
M
)p+q−2(
H
k
)ε(p+q)
x3−2ν+2ε
∫ x0
x
dx′ (x′)−1+q+ε(−2+p+q)Jν(x′)Yν (x′), (4.18)
along with terms that explicitly vanish at x = 0. Next, expand-
ing the integrand in the limit where x′ → x → 0, the leading
behavior is
(x′)−1+q+ε(−2+p+q)Jν(x′)Yν(x′)
=− 1
piν
(x′)−1+q+ε(−2+p+q)
[
1+O(x′2)
]
. (4.19)
Its integral remains finite as long as the operator contains at
least one power of the spatial derivative, q≥ 1. As in de Sitter
space, the q = 0 case more or less resembles a mass term,
since the Hubble parameter is still approximately constant.
Therefore, we shall always restrict to the q ≥ 1 case, where
we can therefore safely let these modes expand until they are
well outside of the horizon.
Next consider how the various corrections to the power
spectrum from these symmetry-breaking operators scale with
x0. The parameter x0 counts the number of wavelengths of
a given mode that fit within the horizon at η0. Since infla-
tion is intended to provide a causal explanation for the corre-
lated structures seen throughout the universe, we always have
x0 > 1. Modes that are well within the horizon at η0, will cor-
respondingly satisfy x0 ≫ 1, thus we shall usually consider
the behavior of the corrections as x0 → ∞.
In the limit x′ ∼ x0 → ∞, the leading parts of the integrand
contribute,
δPζk (x0) = −
4piG
ε
H 2
4pi2
(1+ pε)
[
1+(2ν− 3)(2− γ− ln2)]
c
p,q
S
(
H
M
)p+q−2(
H
k
)ε(p+q)
x3−2ν+2ε
∫ x0
dx′ x′−2+q+ε(−2+p+q)
×{sin(2x′)− 12 pi(2ν− 3)cos(2x′)}, (4.20)
for the scalar modes and
δPhk (x0) = −16piG
2H 2
pi2
(1+ pε)
[
1+(2n− 3)(2− γ− ln2)]
c
p,q
T
(
H
M
)p+q−2(
H
k
)ε(p+q)
x3−2n+2ε
∫ x0
dx′ x′−2+q+ε(−2+p+q)
×{sin(2x′)− 12 pi(2n− 3)cos(2x′)}, (4.21)
for the tensor modes. In the slowly rolling limit, both ν and n
are nearly equal to 32 ,
ν− 32 = 2ε + δ , n− 32 = ε. (4.22)
If we ignore corrections which are suppressed in this limit,
both of the integrands have the form (x′)−2+q sin(2x′) which
can be readily evaluated. The leading corrections for the
scalar and tensor power spectra are then
δPζk (x0) =
4piG
ε
H2
8pi2 x
−2ε−2δ cp,qS
(
H
M
)p+q−2
x
q−2
0 cos(2x0)
(4.23)
and
δPhk (x0) = 16piG
H2
pi2
c
p,q
T
(
H
M
)p+q−2
x
q−2
0 cos(2x0). (4.24)
Since we are ignoring O(ε,δ ) corrections in these equation,
we have replaced the (constant) H with the (weakly time-
dependent) H.
Although x0 has a simple enough interpretation, these cor-
rections become a little more transparent if we introduce a k⋆
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associated with a mode whose wavelength is exactly equal to
1/M at the start of the evolution, η0,
k⋆
a(η0)
= M. (4.25)
To avoid modes that whose effects lie outside the applicability
of the perturbative description that we have been using, we
should limit ourselves to those with k < k⋆, which for a slowly
rolling universe means
η0 =− 1
H
(
M
k⋆
) 1
1+ε
. (4.26)
or, more simply,
x0 =
M
H
k
k⋆
, (4.27)
neglecting O(ε) corrections. In terms of this maximal
wavenumber, the corrections to the power spectra become
δPζk (x0) =
4piG
ε
H2
8pi2 x
−2ε−2δ
c
p,q
S
(
H
M
)p( k
k⋆
)q−2
cos
(
2
M
H
k
k⋆
)
(4.28)
and
δPhk (x0) = 16piG
H2
pi2
c
p,q
T
(
H
M
)p( k
k⋆
)q−2
cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)
. (4.29)
In deriving these correction, we have been assuming that the
original integral over dη ′ diverged as we allowed the initial
time to be taken arbitrarily early, η0 → −∞, or equivalently
k/k⋆ → ∞. Therefore, these expressions do not apply to the
q < 2 case.
In the next section we shall discuss specific cases of these
corrections to the power spectrum and how they would affect
the scalar to tensor ratio. The dimension of a given symmetry-
breaking operator that produces these corrections is
d = p+ q+ 2, (4.30)
so we can equivalently label the operators at a given order by
d and q = 1, . . .d−2, omitting the q = 0 case since it behaves
like a mass term. Thus, in summary, the leading corrections
to the scalar power spectrum are, neglecting small, slowly-
rolling corrections
δPζk =
4piG
ε
H2
4pi2
(
H
M
)d−4
×


pi cp,1S + · · · q = 1
c
p,2
S
[
3+ cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)]
+ · · · q = 2
1
2
c
p,q
S
(
M
H
k
k⋆
)q−2
cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)
+ · · · q > 2
, (4.31)
while the corrections to the power spectrum of the gravity waves are
δPhk = 16piG
H2
pi2
(
H
M
)d−4
×


2pi cp,1T + · · · q = 1
2cp,2T
[
3+ cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)]
+ · · · q = 2
c
p,q
T
(
M
H
k
k⋆
)q−2
cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)
+ · · · q > 2
. (4.32)
V. DISCUSSION
Any evidence of primordial gravity waves would likely be
seen by many as a confirmation that the universe underwent
an inflationary expansion. However, while such an observa-
tion could effectively rule out some ideas for what occurred
in the early universe, that is not quite the same as claiming
that it has confirmed others. At best, we can only say that a
theory is still consistent with observations. As one example,
even in a universe where inflation did occur, it is still possible
that the observable gravity wave background could have noth-
ing to do with the tensor modes generated during inflation. A
phase transition after inflation ended, for instance, could eas-
ily overwhelm the inflationary gravity-wave background [12].
Even if our own universe is not as perverse as this example, we
would still like to be able to state precisely what we can infer
if future experiments were to observe a nonvanishing scalar
to tensor ratio. What is the standard, or minimal, prediction
of inflation? Can inflation itself naturally produce departures
from this minimal prediction? And where ought we to look
next to distinguish among the possible mechanisms for pro-
ducing these departures?
One standard prediction for a slowly rolling model with a
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single inflaton field is that the scalar to tensor ratio should be
r = 16ε =−16 H
′
aH2
. (5.1)
Since it depends on both H ′ and H, the observation of a par-
ticular value for r would be helpful in constraining possible
inflationary models, but by itself it would not tell us the scale
for the inflationary expansion, H. To do so, we would need to
observe a primordial gravity wave background, since its am-
plitude could reveal to us the value of the Hubble scale,
∆2h = 16piG
H2
pi2
(−k0η)−2ε . (5.2)
And further, if we could detect a tilt in the gravity wave spec-
trum, nT , we would have still stronger evidence that this sim-
ple picture is correct if the tilt is found to be simply related to
the scalar to tensor ratio,
nT =−18r. (5.3)
The point is that even this basic picture has some fairly
strong assumptions at its foundation, which we might not wish
to take for granted and which therefore must be checked. How
the universe behaves at extremely small scales can have a pro-
found effect on each of these predictions, as a result of the
same extreme expansion necessary for inflation in the first
place. What is needed to distinguish among these possibilities
is a series of successively more difficult measurements. The
scalar to tensor ratio might be experimentally accessible in the
relatively near future, but only by seeing the direct effects of
the primordial gravity waves and measuring their spectrum’s
amplitude and tilt—a daunting task—can we begin to have
some confidence that the minimal picture is the correct one.
In this section, we shall look at some of the different ways
that the symmetry-breaking operators can alter the standard
prediction for the scalar to tensor ratio. We have chosen to
use the symmetry-breaking operators since they can reproduce
effects similar to those obtained by “trans-Planckian” modifi-
cations of the state of the inflaton, but without the need to
worry about potentially uncontrolled loop corrections. Loop
corrections for states that contain nonadiabatic short-distance
structures appear—from a conventional perspective [13]—to
be unrenormalizable; however, this problem may be no more
than an indication that, in addition to modifying the state,
how we set up the quantum field theory should also be mod-
ified in a way that is consistent with the nonadiabatic state
[8]. The renormalization of the symmetry-breaking operators
(even with more than two powers of the field) is completely
straightforward. In the cases that we examine below, we fol-
low each symmetry-breaking example with a similar result
produced by a vacuum state with “trans-Planckian” structures
to emphasize their similarities.
A. Shifting the scalar to tensor ratio
The simplest case is that which we encountered in de Sitter
space, though we are now considering the more realistic ex-
ample of a slowly rolling universe. Consider an arbitrary set
of operators with only one power of the spatial derivative,
LI =
∞
∑
p=1
c
p,1
S
3pMp−1 K
pϕDϕ +
∞
∑
p=1
c
p,1
T
3pMp−1 K
pτi jDτ i j. (5.4)
To leading order in the initial and final times, these operators
only produce “unobservable” shifts in the amplitudes of the
power spectra,
∆ζ (k0η) =
4piG
ε
H2
4pi2
[
1+pi
∞
∑
p=1
c
p,1
S
(
H
M
)p
+ · · ·
]
(5.5)
and
∆h(k0η) = 16piG
H2
pi2
[
1+ 2pi
∞
∑
p=1
c
p,1
T
(
H
M
)p
+ · · ·
]
, (5.6)
where we have neglected further corrections suppressed by
the slow-roll parameters. These corrections might be deemed
unobservable at the level of the amplitudes of the power
spectra since we could not distinguish them from an ordi-
nary inflationary model—one without the symmetry-breaking
operators—with different values for the Hubble scale and the
ε parameter,
H → ˜H = H
[
1+ 2pi
∞
∑
p=1
c
p,1
T
(
H
M
)p
+ · · ·
]1/2
ε → ε˜ = ε 1+ 2pi ∑
∞
p=1 c
p,1
T
(H
M
)p
+ · · ·
1+pi ∑∞p=1 cp,1S
(H
M
)p
+ · · ·
. (5.7)
However, their effect on the scalar to tensor ratio is not quite
as invisible. In some cases it can enhance the value of r, even
though the slow-roll parameter ε remains small.
Neglecting the terms suppressed by powers of H/M, the
scalar to tensor ratio in this model is approximately
r = 16ε 1+ 2pic
0,1
T
1+pic0,1S
+O
(
ε
H
M
)
(5.8)
In deriving this expression, we have treated the corrections
perturbatively, so c0,1S and c
0,1
T are implicitly small. Never-
theless, the case where c0,1S is small and negative and c
0,1
T is
positive will modestly increase the value of r.
We could also leave the perturbative regime, by allowing
the coefficients of these symmetry breaking terms to be large
(c0,1S ,c0,1T ≈ 1) and then summing over all the graphs with an
arbitrary number of insertions of the symmetry-breaking op-
erators. In principle, we should expect a correction of the gen-
eral form,
r = 16ε f (c0,1S ,c0,1T ), (5.9)
with some function f (c0,1S ,c0,1T ), though in practice it is diffi-
cult to evaluate the multiple integrals for the intermediate con-
formal times at which each operator is inserted. To distinguish
such very general possibilities from the minimal case requires
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measuring more than just the scalar to tensor ratio. For exam-
ple, the tilt of the tensor power spectrum in the general case
will no longer have the simple relation of the minimal model,
r =−8nT .
What this example shows is that, depending on the details
of the early universe, even for a very small value of ε , the
scalar to tensor could be observable because it is enhanced
by operators or state-dependent effects. Of course, given the
difficulty of measuring the details of the primordial gravity
wave spectrum, such a small value of ε would then mean that
it would be only that much more difficult to determine whether
the minimal picture does in fact hold in nature.
Before examining more interesting examples than this sim-
ple constant shift in the power spectra produced by the one-
derivative operators, let us examine a similar case that occurs
for the α-states of de Sitter space [14]. Unlike Minkowski
space, which has a unique invariant vacuum state, de Sit-
ter space has an infinite family of invariant “vacuum” states.
These states are often called the α-vacua, since they can be la-
beled by a single complex number α . The α-states only exist
in true de Sitter background so they are not strictly applicable
to inflation.5 In terms of the notation introduced in Eq. (2.34)
and Eq. (2.41), these states have k-independent structure func-
tions,
fk = eα t(r)k = eα˜ . (5.10)
Taking the de Sitter case, ν = n = 32 , the power spectra are
then
Pϕ,αk =
H2
4pi2
|1− eα |2
1− eα+α∗ P
τ,α˜
k =
H2
pi2
|1− eα˜ |2
1− eα˜+α˜∗ (5.11)
in the −kη → 0 limit. Here we have not assumed that the
scalar and tensor modes are in the same state, α 6= α˜; when
that is the case, their ratio can be enhanced or diminished ac-
cordingly.
The status of the α-vacua is still not fully resolved [15], so
this last example perhaps ought to be taken more suggestively
rather than too religiously. But once again we see that “unob-
servable” shifts in the amplitudes, because it their effects on
the ratio, might have observable consequences after all.
B. Oscillations
The distortions in the power spectrum produced by a gen-
eral symmetry-breaking operator much more closely resemble
those generated by trans-Planckian modifications of the infla-
ton’s state, most especially those of an effective state treat-
ment [8, 9]. These operators introduce a k-dependent modu-
lation whose amplitude also grows with the wave number, k.
5 In pure de Sitter space, the gravitational fluctuations decouple from the
inflaton fluctuations; for example, in Eq. (2.9) ϕ = δϕ +0×Ψ.
For the scalar modes, we have in the general case,
Pζk (η) =
4piG
ε
H2
4pi2
(−kη)−4ε−2δ
[
1+
c
p,q
S
2
(
H
M
)p( k
k⋆
)q−2
cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)
+ · · ·
]
(5.12)
whenever q > 2. For definiteness, let us choose the leading
irrelevant operator (p = 0, q = 3); for this dimension five op-
erator we have
Pζk (η) =
4piG
ε
H2
4pi2
(−kη)−4ε−2δ[
1+ 1
2
c
0,3
S
k
k⋆
cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)
+ · · ·
]
.
(5.13)
The fact that the corrections diverge as k ≫ k⋆ does not
mean that the actual power spectrum diverges, but rather that
the assumption that the corrections can be described pertur-
batively is breaking down. The power spectrum could re-
main finite beyond k⋆—it is simply no longer calculable in
this framework. Therefore, it is important to determine first
over what range of scales this expression remains applicable.
As a minimal requirement, a mode that is just re-entering
the horizon today, kmin, must have been within the horizon
when we start our evolution at η0,
kmin
a(η0)
≥ H(η0). (5.14)
Note again that η0 is not necessarily the actual beginning of
inflation. In the slowly rolling limit, replacing η0 with the k⋆
introduced earlier, this basic causality requirement becomes,
kmin
k⋆
≥ H
M
+ · · · , (5.15)
and thus the range of applicable scales is
(
H
M
)
k⋆ < k < k⋆. (5.16)
This range extends over several orders of magnitude. The ex-
act extent depends on the ratio between the inflationary Hub-
ble scale H and the scale of the new physics M, which most
conservatively would be at the Planck scale, M = Mpl.
Unlike other trans-Planckian corrections to the power spec-
trum, which are suppressed by a simple factor H/M, here,
because the amplitude itself grows with k, it is not neces-
sary for H to be a significant fraction of M for such effects
to be observable. Using the upper limit of the observation-
ally allowed values of the Hubble scale, H ∼ 1014 GeV, and
M∼Mpl ∼ 1018 GeV, the perturbative description remains ap-
plicable only over four orders of magnitude—barely enough
to model corrections to the cosmic microwave background.
The description of the symmetry-breaking operators that
we have been using is an effective one. The constants cp,qS and
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c
p,q
T have been left general, but in any specific scenario they
will assume particular values. For example, consider a uni-
verse that contains an excited scalar field coupled to ϕ which
has little influence on the tensor modes τi j. In this case, we
might impose the usual assumption that tensor modes are in
the Bunch-Davies state, and only add the symmetry-breaking
effects to the scalar field. For the purpose of illustration, let
us analyze just the leading irrelevant term c0,3S which we shall
set to c0,3S = 1 to keep the expressions uncluttered. In this case
the scalar to tensor ratio will be
r = 16ε (−k0η)
2ε+2δ
1+
1
2
k0
k⋆
cos
(
2
M
H
k0
k⋆
) , (5.17)
evaluating r at a particular value k0 as usual.
In the conventional picture, the exact choice of k0 is not
especially important since r depends only very mildly on k0
in the slowly rolling limit, as k2(ε+δ )0 . In contrast, for the ex-
ample here, where a particular symmetry-breaking operator
influences the scalar modes—or where there are nonadiabatic
structures in the state of the scalar field—it is possible to ob-
tain quite different values for r depending on the choice of k0,
especially once the amplitudes of the corrections become ap-
preciable, k0 ∼ k⋆. The effect will also be enhanced if k0 is
near the extrema of the cosine,
k0 ∼ 2pin HM k⋆, n ∈ Z. (5.18)
Fortunately, this sort of additional dependence, even if it
exists, is not likely to have an effect on the measurements
made of the microwave background. The value chosen in the
WMAP experiment, for example, is k0 = 2 Gpc−1, which cor-
responds to about a 2◦ arc of the sky. The prominent first
acoustic peak appears only at 0.6◦; so if k0 were already near-
ing k⋆, then the modulation in the power spectrum would prob-
ably have significantly affected the first peak as well. Its in-
fluence would only grow more prominent for the higher order
peaks.
As mentioned, the corrections to the power spectra ana-
lyzed in this section essentially reproduce those generated in
the effective state approach [8, 9] to the trans-Planckian prob-
lem of inflation. In that picture, new short-distance structures
are introduced into the state, which is also defined at an ini-
tial time η0. In terms of the function fk of Eq. (2.34), these
structures are
fk =−14
∞
∑
n=1
c
(n)
S
kn
an(η0)Mn
. (5.19)
The leading corrections to the power spectrum from this state
are then,
Pϕk =
H2
4pi2
[
1+ 1
2
∞
∑
n=1
c
(n)
S
(
k
k⋆
)n
cos
(
2 M
H
k
k⋆
)
· · ·
]
, (5.20)
where we have again neglected the dependence on the slow-
roll parameters. This expression matches exactly with the
leading result produced by the operator with the maximum
number of spatial derivatives at a given dimension; that is,
p = 0 and q = d− 2.
We conclude this subsection with a few more general re-
marks. As we have seen, the effect of the generic symmetry-
breaking operators, those with more than two spatial deriva-
tives, is a k-dependent modulation whose amplitude grows
with large values of k, or equivalently, at large multipole mo-
ments. Depending on the number of time derivatives in the
operator, the effect may or may not be suppressed by extra
powers of H/M; but because of the growth of the amplitude
with k, the ratio between the dynamical scale of inflation, H,
and the scale associated with the new phenomena, M, does not
need to be comparatively “large”—meaning in this instance
something of the order of 10−2 to 10−3—to have an observ-
able effect.
The role of H/M for such effects is more subtle than if the
correction were simply suppressed by this ratio. Here it sets
the range of wave numbers over which the effective theory
treatment of the modes remains valid—the lower end is set
by the requirement that inflation should provide a causal ex-
planation of the origin of the inhomogeneities of the universe
(k> aH) while the upper end is essentially the trans-Planckian
limit, the fact that we do not want to extend our theory into the
regime where quantum fluctuations are shorter than the Planck
length, (k < aMpl), or some other scale where new phenom-
ena might occur (M ≤ Mpl). Of course, since inflation exists
in a time-dependent background, both of these statements are
themselves time-dependent. Therefore we have defined our
states at an initial time η0.
The physical meaning of η0 depends to an extent on our
intention for the effective theory. If we are modeling a spe-
cific scenario, such as the example above of an excited field
coupled to the scalar field, then η0 might be associated with a
physical event, for example the last time that the excited field
influences the scalar field. It could correspond to the actual
beginning of inflation as well, although in this case η0 cannot
be much beyond the minimal amount needed to address the
horizon problem since the trans-Planckian bound will simi-
larly move earlier too. Finally, η0 might not correspond to
any real physical scale at all, but only to a cut-off as in an or-
dinary regularized field theory in flat space. Physical results
would therefore not depend on η0, so there would need to be
some form of dimensional transmutation which replaces η0
with a parameter labeling some physical class of states.
Although the restriction to the scales (H/M)k⋆ < k < k⋆
might appear to be a limitation only of our effective ap-
proach, it is not. Any treatment of inflation that defines
its modes above k⋆ is—often without explicitly stating so—
making some assumption about the behavior of quantum grav-
itational fluctuations at lengths smaller than a Planck length.
Conversely, even if the standard Bunch-Davies picture is fi-
nally confirmed, we would have learned something profound
about nature at small scales and its essential flatness. This
property would then need to be incorporated into any theory
seeking a quantum description of gravity.
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C. Oscillations at large scales
As a final example, we shall look at a case where a power
spectrum is modified at long distances. Effective approaches
are usually applied to short distances, so this section lies a lit-
tle outside the main approach of this article. However, since
the observed scalar power spectrum does show some evidence
[16] of being suppressed at long wavelengths, it would be
quite useful to see how a general, model-independent frame-
work might be applied to these scales.
The WMAP constraints on the primordial power spectra are
almost always described in the context of the standard infla-
tionary model. In this picture, the spectra are largely feature-
less, with only an amplitude and a small tilt.6 If instead we
make no initial assumptions about what produced the primor-
dial fluctuations, what we can infer from the actual data looks
rather different. For example, the primordial spectrum ex-
tracted from the cosmic microwave background radiation in
[16] has noticeable oscillations, together with a large, grad-
ual suppression of power at longer wavelengths. Admittedly,
some of these features appear where the cosmic variance is
large, so it may never be possible to say whether there is some
underlying mechanism causing this suppression or it is merely
a random artifact. Still, the value of k0 used to define r is usu-
ally chosen in this same region, so if this suppression is a real
feature of the primordial perturbations and if the mechanism
causing it affects the scalar and tensor fluctuations differently,
their ratio might again differ from the usual slow-roll infla-
tionary prediction.
In the effective descriptions of the initial state introduced
in [8], it is possible to include modifications of the state at
large wavelengths as well as at small. In an effective theory,
these structures require relevant boundary operators. For ex-
ample, if we introduce a new scale µ associated with these
long-distance structures in the state, then for wavenumbers
k > aµ , the following structure would produce the leading ef-
fect
fk = ica(η0)µk + · · · . (5.21)
As in the case of the trans-Planckian corrections, where we in-
troduced a wavenumber k⋆ whose wavelength is equal to 1/M
at the initial time η0, we can similarly define a wavenumber
associated with this scale µ ,
kL ≡ a(η0)µ = µM k⋆, (5.22)
neglecting slow-roll corrections. Clearly, to avoid trans-
Planckian modes appearing simultaneously with these effects,
we should have distinct scales, with µ ≪M. The relative size
of µ to H, however, depends on our purpose. If we would like
the physics associated with these new structures to lie within
the same causal horizon, then we should choose H < µ < M,
6 In principle, there is a parameter too for the running of the spectral index,
dnS/d lnk, but it has not been measured yet.
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FIG. 1: The suppression of the power spectrum of ζ produced by
term fk = ickL/k in its state, relative to the standard result and ignor-
ing small corrections in the slowly rolling limit. The values of c and
kL chosen for this graph are those given in Eq (5.24).
which for a relatively low scale of inflation would still easily
provide a sufficient range to cover the wavenumbers responsi-
ble for the fluctuations observed in the microwave background
while avoiding the trans-Planckian regime. Alternatively, we
might wish to model more general structures, even beyond the
horizon µ ≤H, in much the same way as we allow for general
trans-Planckian structures. The goal in this instance is not to
explain how they arose so much as it is to place bounds on
their possible observational effects.
Treating these effects perturbatively, the leading
influence—for example—on the scalar power spectrum
would be
Pϕk (η) =
H2
4pi
[
1− 2ckLk sin
(
2 µ
H
k
kL
)
+ · · ·
]
. (5.23)
To be applicable to the suppression at long wavelengths, we
would very roughly need
1
kL
∼ 2.4 Gpc · Hµ
c ∼ 18
H
µ , (5.24)
which we have expressed in terms of the dimensionless ra-
tio H/µ . The effect of this correction for these values, as a
fraction of the standard result, is thus
Pζk (η)
/(
4piG
ε
H2
4pi2
)
= 1− sin
(
4.8k Gpc
)
9.6k Gpc + · · · (5.25)
and is shown in the Fig 1.
Since this effect is a relevant one with respect to the effec-
tive theory, its importance diminishes at short distances and
grows at long ones. As before, the fact that the corrections are
growing large at scales k < kL signals the breaking down of
the perturbative treatment and that at such scales potentially
any effect scaling as a positive power of kL/k will also need
to be included. Of course, it never makes sense to go to the
absolute limit k → 0, since whatever lies beyond the horizon
today—roughly of the order of 0.1 Gpc−1—is completely in-
accessible to us.
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The physical meaning of the new scale kL is not explained
by an effective theory treatment and requires some new princi-
ple to account for it. While it could happen that kL is related to
something happening during inflation, that this scale would be
precisely the right size to be important now, when the universe
is so many orders of magnitude older, seems highly unlikely.
A more natural interpretation is that this scale is due to some
modification in how the universe evolves, which only becomes
apparent on scales of the order of the horizon size. The rea-
son, in this case, that it appears unnatural is simply that we
have mapped an effect whose origin lies in a modification of
the dynamics today back to a time deep within the inflationary
era, which was done so that the origin and the suppression of
the primordial fluctuations are treated on a common footing.
It would be good to develop this large-scale effective ap-
proach further [17]. In the absence of any compelling models
to describe how the universe evolves at very large scales, it is
helpful to formulate a framework for classifying the general
possible modifications that could occur. So far, the experi-
mental constraints on the primordial power spectrum, inferred
from measurements of the power spectrum of the tempera-
ture fluctuations in the microwave background, are still very
weak. However, these constraints will continually be improv-
ing, beginning with the measurements by the Planck satellite
and then later with a variety of experiments designed to study
the large scale structure through the 21 cm line for the hyper-
fine transition in hydrogen. Usually the form for primordial
perturbations used in fits of such data is that arising from infla-
tion. Yet, this spectrum should also emerge naturally, without
imposing its weak power-law behavior from the beginning, if
we are to have some confidence that the inflationary picture
could be the correct one for our universe.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have examined some of the ways that
a breakdown of local Lorentz-invariance at very short dis-
tances would affect the scalar to tensor ratio predicted by in-
flation. We chose this model since it reproduces many of the
features—and some new ones as well—seen in effective state
treatments of the trans-Planckian problem, but in a slightly
tamer setting. One of our reasons for looking specifically at r
is that it subtly influences the inferences we might make about
inflation from observations. To take one example, the ampli-
tude of the scalar fluctuations is sometimes used indirectly to
constrain the inflationary scale H. Unlike the tensor fluctua-
tions, its amplitude depends on two unknown quantities: both
H and the slow-roll parameter ε ,
∆2ζ ≈
1
8pi2
1
ε
H2
M2pl
. (6.1)
If we use the standard relation, r = 16ε , derived earlier, then
the empirical bound on r together with the measured value for
the amplitude ∆2ζ [6],
∆2ζ (exp) = (2.457+0.092−0.093)× 10−9, (6.2)
places an upper limit on the scale H,
H ∼ piMpl
√
∆2ζ
√
r
2
∼ 2.6√r× 1014 GeV. (6.3)
From what we have seen, trans-Planckian corrections might
change this relation—for example, by reducing the value of r
as a factor of ε , which would allow for a higher value of H.
The simple symmetry-breaking operators that we have
studied can affect r in a variety of ways, though the most
characteristic ones are those that oscillate about the standard
prediction for Pζk (and Phk ) with an amplitude that grows as a
power of scale k. It is important again to emphasize that we
have been implicitly using an effective treatment, so that when
k becomes comparable or even much larger than the trans-
Planckian threshold k⋆, the new effects are not necessarily di-
verging. Instead, the perturbative treatment is breaking down,
and all powers of k/k⋆ are becoming equally important. Note
too that it is often thought that trans-Planckian effects are sup-
pressed by H/M. Certainly this happens in some classes of
theories, and in some of the effects studied here, but it is not
invariably so. The generic corrections that we have examined
scale instead as a power of k/k⋆. Thus, even if the inflation-
ary scale is tiny compared to the scale M, trans-Planckian ef-
fects are not necessarily negligible. What is more important is
how close the physically relevant k’s are to the trans-Planckian
threshold k⋆.
The main lesson from this and other works on the trans-
Planckian problem is that without some understanding of the
quantum behavior of gravity, the only safe scales k that are
relevant to our observable universe are those that lie within
the range
H
M
k⋆ < k < k⋆. (6.4)
If the lower end corresponds to modes that still have not yet
reentered the horizon, then the range available to the scales
relevant to what we observe in the cosmic microwave back-
ground will be still narrower, or it may not even exist at all.
These constraints do not apply just to the examples described
here, where the inapplicability of the perturbative description
as we approach k ∼ k⋆ is merely clearer, but to any theory of
inflation. Inflationary models invariably must make some as-
sumption about how nature behaves over scales shorter than a
Planck length. Sometimes these assumptions are guided by
what is reasonable, or renormalizable, for a quantum field
theory in a curved background. However, in inflation, we
are speaking of the fluctuations of the background itself—and
what might be reasonable there is an altogether different mat-
ter.
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